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Evaluation of the Length Dependent Yarn Properties 
Rostislav Rypl1, Rostislav Chudoba2, Miroslav Voechovský3, Thomas Gries4 
Summary: The paper proposes a method for characterizing the in-situ interaction 
between filaments in a multifilament yarn. The stress transfer between neighbor-
ing filaments causes the reactivation of a broken filament at some distance from 
the break. The utilized statistical bundle models predict a change in the slope of 
the mean size effect curve once the specimen length becomes longer than the 
stress transfer length. This fact can be exploited in order to determine the stress 
transfer length indirectly using the yarn tensile test with appropriately chosen test 
lengths. The identification procedure is demonstrated using two test series of ten-
sile tests with AR-glass and carbon yarns. 
1 Introduction 
A common feature of textile reinforced composite materials is the rather irregular structure of 
the bond between the yarn and the matrix. Due to the small filament diameter and the dense 
packing of filaments in the cross section the yarns do not get fully penetrated by the matrix. 
As a result, the bond between the filaments and the matrix develops only in the outer region 
of the yarn cross section. This leads to a complex damage process in a loaded crack bridge. 
The effect of irregularity of the outer bond on crack bridge performance has been studied by 
the authors using the statistical fiber bundle model in CHUDOBA ET AL., VOECHOVSKÝ ET AL. 
[3,15]. 
Due to the incomplete penetration of the matrix into the yarn there is still a large fraction of 
filaments without any contact with the matrix. The filament-filament frictional stress, further 
referred to as the inner bond is much lower than the bond shear stress transmitted by the outer 
bond between the filaments and the matrix. However, as documented in HEGGER ET AL. [8] 
the effect of the inner bond on the macroscopic performance of a reinforced tensile specimen 
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cannot be neglected. While the outer bond affects the behavior locally at the length scale of a 
crack distance, the inner bond influences the failure process at the length scale of a structural 
element HEGGER ET AL. [9]. 
As a consequence, the interaction and damage effects for both the outer and the inner bond 
require a detailed mechanical characterization. While it is possible to study and characterize 
the outer bond experimentally using the pull-out test of filaments and yarns from the matrix 
BANHOLZER [1], it is impossible to directly measure the in-situ filament-filament interaction. 
The key idea of the present approach is to exploit the fact that in-situ filament interaction 
affects size effect behavior when the specimen length is larger than the stress transfer length, 
i.e. the length at which a broken filament recovers its stress. Such a yarn structure gets frag-
mented into a chain-of-bundles and behaves as a pseudo-composite. The change in the slope 
of the size effect curve during the transition from a single bundle to a chain-of-bundles ob-
servable in yarn tensile tests can be utilized for an indirect identification of interaction char-
acteristics of filaments within yarn.   
2 Related work 
The indirect qualitative experimental observation of in-situ filament interaction is made pos-
sible by imposing different levels of twist in the yarn tensile test. The authors experimentally 
studied the effect of increased in-situ filament interaction on high-modulus multifilament 
yarns (carbon and AR-glass) CHUDOBA ET AL. [2]. Multivariate experimental analysis was 
used to study the compound effect of the loading rate, test length, fineness and twist. 
Another method of studying and observing the effect of filament interaction in a multifila-
ment yarn is possible in terms of the size effect curve (the dependence of average 
yarn/bundle strength on length). This effect has been studied by several authors, see e.g. PAN 
ET AL. [10]. On average, the strength of a filament decreases with increasing length. This size 
effect can be captured by combining the classical Weibull distribution and associated extreme 
value theory with the chain-of-bundles model. Once the filament strength dependence on 
length is modeled, the effect of stress redistribution within a yarn of non-interacting filaments 
can be captured by the available fiber bundle models. The fiber bundles can then be linked in 
a series to reflect the fact that yarn with interacting filaments behaves like a chain-of-bundles. 
The propagation of the single-filament statistics through this series-parallel structure has been 
addressed e.g. in HARLOW ET AL. [6,7]. We remark that in these models a constant bundle 
length is assumed. 
The overall strength of a yarn with filament fragmentation has been related to the strength of 
a single bundle PAN [10]. The length of such a bundle, referred to as critical length, corre-
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sponds to the stress transfer length. The critical bundle length in PAN [10] was calculated by a 
formula which assumes that both the frictional coefficient and the local lateral pressure are 
known. It should be mentioned that in the cited paper no consideration has been given to size 
effect due to the scatter of the bundle strength for yarns longer than the interaction/critical 
length. 
3 Effect of filament interaction on the size effect of the yarn 
Throughout the study, the only source of randomness considered is the variability in local 
filament strength. Filaments have an elastic response until sudden (brittle) failure occurs 
when they reach their strength. The local random strength (or breaking strain)  at a certain 
point along the filament length is considered to follow the Weibull distribution: 
  	 
       
 
Where s is the scale parameter and m is the shape parameter depending only on the coeffi-
cient of variation (COV). The spatial distribution of random strength along a filament has a 
length scale  at which the strength variability diminishes Voechovský et al. [13]. 
With these assumptions for a single filament a qualitative profile of the MSEC (mean size 
effect curve) of a multifilament yarn can be expected as shown in Figure 1. Two different 
mechanisms of load transfer in a yarn can be distinguished depending on the yarn length. The 
two regions are separated by yarn length   at which the fiber fragmentation can occur. Here, 
we implicitlyassume that the autocorrelation length of the random strength process along the 
filament is less than   where the mechanism changes. The two main regimes can be charac-
terized as follows: 
 For the range of lengths   , the yarn is acting as a bundle or a set of parallel, inde-
pendent filaments with identical Weibull strength distribution. Its size effect behavior 
is described by Daniels [5], whose work was later corrected by Smith [14]. In such a 
bundle, a filament is assumed to break only once throughout its length and the associ-
ated released force is considered to be redistributed evenly among the surviving fi-
bers. Two limiting behaviors can be distinguished for a bundle with independent 
filaments, based on the dependence of the strengths of individual filaments on their 
length
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o For very short lengths    any realization of the random strength process 
along the filament can be considered a constant function. In other words, the 
realization of the local filament strength simplifies to a single random variable 
independent of the position along the filament. The consequence is that the 
left asymptote of the mean filament strength is a horizontal line at the level of 
the mean value of the local random filament strength. Therefore, the MSEC of 
the bundle also has a horizontal left asymptote. As the bundle length ap-
proaches the autocorrelation length  the MSEC starts to decline from the left 
horizontal asymptote and turns slowly downwards in the direction of the mid-
dle asymptote dictated by the classical Weibull size effect. We remark that the 
only considered source of randomness is the local filament strength. The effect 
of random stiffness due to the varying cross sections, lengths and slack of fil-
aments that leads to strength reduction for    is not considered here and 
has been described by the authors in CHUDOBA ET AL., VOECHOVSKÝ ET AL. 
[3,13]. 
 
o Bundles of a length greater than  but still less than   behave as bundles with 
independent fibers whose strength is described by the classical extreme value 
theory of independent strength along their length. The slope  of the 
middle asymptote is dictated solely by the COV (or the shape parameter ) of 
the local filament random strength VOECHOVSKÝ ET AL. [13]. 
 
 With increasing length, the filament-filament friction can recover the stress released 
upon filament breakage and allows for the fragmentation of a single filament along its 
length. The length marks the transition from bundle behavior to the behavior of a 
chain-of-bundles. The slope of the MSEC for   becomes reduced and in the limit 
asymptotically approaches the slope !" HARLOW ET AL. [7]. The particular 
 
Figure 1 Mean size effect curve in logarithmic scale with three distinguished asymptotes 
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shape of this transition depends on the number of filaments in the bundle HARLOW ET 
AL. [6]. 
 
The transition zone from the bundle range to the chain-of-bundles range is of special interest. 
The change in the slope of the size effect curve reveals the length   at which the fragmenta-
tion starts. The idea of the present paper is to exploit this fact in order to identify the effective 
bundle length   within the tested yarn. The identification procedure tries to find an intersec-
tion between the two branches of the MSEC. The mathematical formulation of the two 
branches is summarized in the following two sections. 
4 Bundle consisting of parallel independent filaments 
The mean strength of a single Weibullian filament within a bundle is prescribed as  
#$  % & '% (
)* & + ' , (- 
with %, denoting the scale and shape parameters of the Weibull distribution, respectively, 
and +&as the Gamma functionCOLEMAN [4]. The scale parameter % is associated with the 
reference length %. As pointed out in VOECHOVSKÝ ET AL. [13] the above power-law scal-
ing predicts unlimited mean strength for    and is therefore unrealistic. To impose an 
upper bound on the strength, a statistical length scale in the form of the autocorrelation length 
of a random strength process along the filament has been introduced in VOECHOVSKÝ ET AL. 
[13]. The mean size effect curve can be reformulated as being dependent on length function 
./ as: 
#0$  % & ./ & + ' , (12 
The refined scaling function . accounting for the correlation length  has been suggested 
as either 
.  3  ,
 , 4
)*
5 
or 
.  3  , 4
*
16 
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We note that this length-scaling remains qualitatively unchanged for any arbitrary number of 
parallel filaments. Thus, in the sequel the length dependency of the scaling parameter within 
the range       (see Figure 1) shall be represented by the scaling function 
  % & .17 
We also note that in the limit of  8 , the scaling in Eqns. (4) and (5) recovers the classical 
Weibull length-dependence.9   :;*. 
Such a decomposition of the length effect allows for a simple scaling of the mean value 
#<  #= & .*.%> 
that shall be used later in the identification procedure. 
The cumulative distribution function of a random per fiber bundle strength x of a parallel 
coupling of filaments with independent identically distributed strength is given by the recur-
sive formula for nf number of filaments DANIELS [5] 
?@ ABC*
D$
BE*
!"F  B?D)* '
!"!"  F( G  H I 
With ?% J  and ?*being equal to the cumulative distribution function of the 
strength  of a single fiber. The resulting bundle strength approaches the normal (or 
Gaussian) distribution as the number of filaments grows large !"  . Based on Daniels’ 
analysis, the expected asymptotic mean bundle strength #K with Weibull fibers is independ-
ent of !" and is related to the filament properties as 
#K   & )* & LMNOPQLM   ' R(S 
with  obtained using Eq. (6). The standard deviation TK is given as 
TK   & )*ULM &   LM1 
We note that the (length-dependent) standard deviation of random yarn strength is scaled in 
the same way as the mean value is scaled in Eq. (7). As a consequence, the coefficient of 
variation of the bundle strength does not depend on the bundle length. 
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The decrease in the normalized mean bundle strength #K with respect to the filament 
strength #$ is obvious from the comparison of Eqns. (9) and (2). Real bundles have a finite 
number of filaments !" and the mean strength is thus only approaching the Daniels’ asymp-
totic prediction. Smith found a way to eliminate the gap between the real strength distribution 
and Daniels’s normal approximation by adjusting #Kto #KGV$  using the actual number of 
filaments in the following waySMITH [14]: 
#KGV$   #K , !")WXY & Z1 
In the case of Weibull filament distribution the parameter b is given as:  
Y   & )*)*X[2\ 
and the coefficient Z  1SS7. This correction shifts the mean value of the bundle strength. 
The standard deviation corresponding to #K given by Eq. (10) is a fair approximation and 
does not need any further adjustment for a finite number of filaments !". 
5 Chain-of-bundles strength 
Filaments in real yarns exhibit a certain amount of frictional interaction that leads to multiple 
breaking of individual filaments. The distance between two breaks along a filament can only 
be larger than the stress transfer length sometimes called the ineffective or shielded length 
marking the distance around a break within which the filament does not contribute to the 
stress transfer of the bundle. Thus, from the statistical point of view the yarn can be decom-
posed into a chain-of-bundles, each of a length corresponding to the stress transfer length. In 
particular, the yarn can be idealized as a one-dimensional chain of independent bundles shar-
ing the same distribution of random strength ?. 
The strength distribution ?of each of these serially coupled bundles is described in the 
previous section. Obviously, the yarn strength consisting of serially coupled bundles with 
identically distributed and independent (IID) strengths is governed by the weakest bundle and 
thus is distributed as follows 
]@KG@$    [  ?@\DKG H 1- 
The probabilistic distribution of the chain-of-bundles strength can have different shapes de-
pending on the ratio between the number of filaments !", number of bundles !  and load lev-
el SMITH ET AL. [13]. A short review is given in CHUDOBA ET AL. [16]. 
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For the evaluation of the bundle length, the following formula for the mean chain-of-bundles 
strength can be used for practical purposes (low number of chained bundles): 
#^  #K  TK1>_X , 1-6_W  1I7I5_G2 
where #^ and TK are given by Eqns. (9) and (10), respectively, and _  `!. 
6 Evaluation of the effective bundle length 
Let us assume that two sets of strength data #Kabca and #^abca are available for two respective 
test lengths falling into the different length ranges identified in Sec. 2, i.e. abca    and dabca   . Apart from the known specimen lengths and the measured mean strengths, 
knowledge of the Weibull modulus valueof the tested material and the value of the autocor-
relation length  is required. The estimation of the transitional length   is then performed 
using the following procedure. 
1. The mean strength #Kabca estimated as the average strength for the length abca is substitut-
ed into Eqns. (9) and (11) in order to obtain the scaling parameter  of the Weibull dis-
tribution for the tested length 
  #Kabca e )* & f , !")WX & )*C*X ' 2( 
)* 15 
2. With the scaling parameter  at hand, the corresponding standard deviation TK is evalu-
ated using Eq. (10). It is important to emphasize, that we use the theoretical scatter of the 
bundle strength to identify the slope of the MSEC in the range of lengths  g hi j in-
stead of the measured value of scatter. Note that in a typical yarn the number of fila-
ments !" is very large and thus the theoretical scatter of the bundle strength is very small 
(asymptotically it is inversely proportional to the square root of !").Usage of the theoret-
ical scatter of the bundle strength is justified by the fact that the experimentally obtained 
standard deviation is increased by sources of randomness other than the scatter of local 
strength along the filaments. Obviously, this was also the case in the performed tests, as 
the measured levels of scatter did not correspond to the slopes of the MSEC for the two 
tested types of yarns. This discrepancy was ascribed to the manual production of the 
specimens and clamps CHUDOBA ET AL. [2].An analytical solution explaining the varia-
bility due to additional sources of scatter at the yarn level will be proposed by the authors 
in another paper. Let us finally remark that even if a realistic measurement of the scatter 
of the yarn strength due to random filament strength were possible, much larger sample 
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size would be required for a statistically significant estimate of the second statistical 
moment as compared to the estimate of the mean yarn strength. 
3. The obtained bundle characteristics are scaled to the unknown length   using Eq. (7) 
and exploiting the fact that standard deviation scales identically with the mean value: 
#K  #Kabca & .

.:abca; k`lTK
  TKabca & .

.:abca;1 
4. The chaining effect involved in the experimental data is now expressed using Eq. (13) 
for the unknown bundle length   as 
#^abca  #K  TK 1>_X , 1-6_W  1I7I5_6 
where _ represents the logarithm of the number of bundles in series _  `:dabca;. 
The non-linear Eq. (15) is then solved for   using numerical root finding methods. 
In order to demonstrate the identification procedure on real data, two test series with different 
yarn types (carbon and AR-glass) have been conducted. The input data and the results of the 
evaluation are summarized in Table 1. The resulting effective bundle length for AR-glass 
Figure 2 Example of identification with the implemented module. 
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yarns is one third larger than that of the carbon yarn, with a higher amount of frictional inter-
action detected within the carbon yarn. This trend is in agreement with the observation of the 
postpeak behavior in the tensile test. The level of stress transmitted by friction in the post-
peak regime is significantly higher for carbon yarns than for AR-glass yarns. 
7 Conclusions 
The paper presents a possible method of utilizing the available statistical fiber bundle models 
and chain-of-bundles model for the systematic identification of effective bundle length within 
tested yarns. Within this length, a filament is assumed to break only once. The proposed iden-
tification procedure uses the dependence of the yarn strength on the test length. In particular, 
it exploits the mean size effect curves (MSEC) predicted by the fiber bundle model and by 
the chain-of-bundles model. The intersection between the two branches of the MSEC corre-
sponds to the length of a single bundle   which is assumed to be an inherent property of a 
yarn. 
The identified effective bundle length can be seen as a comparative value for the level of re-
distribution within the bundle. Two yarn types (carbon 1600 tex, and AR-glass 2400 tex) 
have been chosen to demonstrate the identification procedure. 
In spite of its simplicity, the present approach demonstrates the idea and at least for the two 
studied cases delivers plausible values. In the long run, the approach acts as motivation to 
undertake further work in two directions: First, the industrial testing devices used should be 
Property unit symbol carbon AR-glass
Fineness [tex] - 1600 2400
No. of filaments [-] !" 24000 1600
Weibull modulus [-]  5.00 4.52
autocorrelation length [mm]  1.0 1.0
test length I [mm] abca 50.0 100.0
measured strength I [MPa] #mKabca 1955.8 1038.0
test length II [mm] dabca 500.0 500.0
measured strength II [MPa] #m^abca 1586.9 882.8
identified bundle length [mm]   142.1 201.8
Table 1 Summary of yarn properties, experimental data and the evaluated bundle 
lengths for carbon and AR-glass yarns 
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improved in order to provide automatic testing of high-modulus multifilament yarns with 
varied lengths. Second, more advanced modeling of the MSEC transition between the bundle 
range and chain-of-bundles range would enable further theoretical conclusions to be drawn 
regarding the redistribution mechanisms between the filaments within the yarn. 
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